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Promote awareness by raising prices. Currently water is sold at rates that vary from less
half a penny to a penny and a half per gallon depending on how many 

usage would follow.

  There are still 

Utilize water harvesting, gray water systems, and xersicaping.  Almost 50 percent of
water usage in single-family residential applications is for outdoor uses.  And since
reclaimed water isn’t an option for most Tucson residents, water supplies that are treated

Water harvesting can provide over 10,000 gallons of water per year for the average home.
Gray water systems can also reuse water that normally goes straight down the drain.  And
xeriscaping completely cuts out any irrigation needed for plants, which is the number one
consumer of outdoor water.

Start utilizing either indirect potable reuse (IPR) or direct potable reuse (DPR).  As 
water shortage becomes more of a reality it is going to be essential to keep our water

technology (DPR) will save energy, reduce water used for energy production, and reduce
emissions by greatly reducing water pumping energy usage.

Decentralize water systems.  Approximately 80 percent of energy necessary to treat and
distribute water is consumed by moving the water.  Decentralizing water plants as cities
grow will minimize pumping distance, save tremendous amounts of energy, water for
energy production, and reduce emissions which are contributing to climate change.

What Can be Done?

Growing Populations: Arizona has experienced a growth of almost 300 percent since
1970.  To put this into perspective, the country has grown about 50 percent since 1970.
In the future, population is expected to continue to grow, requiring more resources

Lack of Water Supplies: While the Southwest has grown almost 300 percent, it still 
remains one of the driest spots in the country with about 2% of the country’s surface
water.  Historically surface waters were adequate to satisfy pre-colonization periods, then as
populations grew and technology progressed we began utilizing wells and 
then pumping from aquifers.  Aquifers replenish themselves naturally, but if too much
water is pumped out problems such as ground subsidence can occur and disrupt natural
systems.

The Central Arizona Project (CAP): In order to satisfy agricultural demands and citizen
needs, the country’s largest aqueduct (the CAP) was constructed in 1993 and pumps water
up 3000 feet and across 336 miles (a massive use of energy) from Lake Havasu to the 
outskirts of Tucson.  Tucson’s current water supply is drawn from underground aquifers
that currently consist of around 90% CAP water. 

Drought: Human-induced climate change has assisted and contributed to one of the
worst droughts in human history.  Reservoirs across the Southwest are experiencing
some of the lowest levels in history.  Low reservoirs have implications across the board
including damage to ecological systems and decreased drinking water supplies.

Water Cuts: When the reservoirs reach a certain emptiness, the CAP’s supply will be 
reduced.  It is expected that in January of 2017, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation will cut the 

components of life that require water to not be drastically altered, changes are going to
be necessary.

Arizona in Perspective

Population Growth:  Since 1970, populations have seen tremendous growth,
especially in warm areas such as the Southwest.  Larger populations require more
food, more space, more energy, and ultimately more water.

Urban Sprawl: As populations have grown, their cities have grown proportionally.  This
has led to spread out cities that utilize even more resources and promote car ownership, 
more emissions, and wasteful infrastructure.

Non-Renewable Energy Sources:

sources limited and the majority emitters of greenhouse gases, they require trillions of
gallons of water per year to spin turbines or cool systems.  This symbiotic relationship is
referred to the “water-energy nexus.”

Climate Change: Emissions in carbon dioxide, methane, and other greenhouse gases
are changing our environment and making climate warmer and unpredictable.  This is
contributing to droughts, unpredictable climate patterns, and ecological disruptions.

Issues in Sustainability

Global temperatures anomaly based on average temperatures from 1980-2010.
Source: Kelly O’Day and Benjamin Franz

Recommendation:  To conserve water and make people care, raise the price of tap water.  This will force people to take note of their
water usage and , water harvesting equipment, and reduce their water consumption, 
especially for things such as landscaping.  Once all these are accomplished, potable reuse will be the next step.  Using less water
outdoors will keep more water in the system for potable reuse and require less dependence on imported water supplies.  Less water

less water, energy, and money wasted.

“Rational Pricing Promotes Rational Use”
         -Garrison, Kloss, and Lukes

Coal powers the Navajo Generating Station, the main source of power for the CAP.
Source: http://jgwalkaboutusa.blogspot.com/2012/09/moved-to-page-because-internet.html

A comparison of population growth of areas with high growth rates as well as the US as a whole.
Source: Data from 2010 U.S. Census

Downtown Tucson and visible urban sprawl across the city
Source:http://roguecolumnist.typepad.com/.a/6a00e54fdb30b98834017743fcd6b4970d-pi
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The climate model shows the US and its likelihood of drought, with the Southwest being the most drought prone area.
Credit: Ault et al., 2014Source: Central Arizona Project

Source: http://homersworld.blogspot.com/2013_11_01_archive.html
Lake Mead faces some of the lowest water levels in its recorded history.  It is expected that the CAP’s supply will be cut soon.
Source: Paul Runyon Photography


